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ABSTRACT
Traditional prosthetic design revolves around functionality, aiming to hide and downplay
an individual’s limb difference as much as possible. This may not only negatively affect the
user’s desire to wear their prosthetic but may also negatively affect their self-confidence and
sense of identity. Expression is a primary way to communicate identity, yet some traditional
prosthetics may deny expression, leaving users without an immediate means to express
themselves apart from the stigmatizing label of ‘disability’. This study examines the ability of art
when combined with bionic prosthetic technology to change the perception of disability,
empower self confidence in prosthetics users, and increase the functional benefits of prosthetics.
To elevate prosthetic technology, future designs must not only excel at functionally but must
support increased aesthetic quality and allowance for personal expression. These objectives are
examined through a participatory approach to design, where kids become active participants in
the customization and design of their own prosthetic arms. Involving the user in the creative
process can bring higher positive results in prosthetic functionality, expressed personal identity,
emotional engagement, and ownership of the prosthetic. This study reports the results of this
exploration by designing and hand painting expressive, customizable sleeves for bionic arms in
preparation for a clinical trial beginning with Limbitless Solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

Personal expression of identity is a fundamental human need, yet traditional prosthetics,
though functional, may often act as more of a barrier to a person’s identity than a tool to
communicate it. The questions this study explores include: (i) How can art change the perception
of disability? (ii) Can art change a child’s experience with a prosthetic? (iii) How could
combining art and bionic technology through prosthetic design reach beyond functional
experience to change a child’s life and challenge society’s perception of disability?
Additionally, this study looks into the importance and impact of creativity itself when
applied to the field of prosthetics. These questions include: (iv) What benefits are held inside the
creative process? (v) Can involving a child in the design process of their own prosthetic affect
how quickly and effectively they develop functional abilities? (vi) To what extent does creative
involvement empower children through self-expression?
In response to these questions, this study dives deeper into the relationships between art,
design, and psychosocial development. It begins by addressing the fundamental questions of why
art matters in user focused design with the ultimate aim to address how art can empower people.
More specifically, this study looks at (vii) what difference can art make in the life of a bionic
kid? From this study’s assessment, the difference is significant and elicits further application of
the following theories. First, expression is identified as a fundamental component of identity and
therefore an essential, but currently lacking, component in prosthetic design (Hall 11). The
second theory is based around cooperative inquiry and participatory design, the process of
actively involving children in the creation and design of their own prosthetics (Foss et al. 33).

Allison Druin describes cooperative inquiry by highlighting the role that children play in the
design of new technology: beyond being users, children should also be testers, informants, and
design partners (3). Similarly, research conducted by Foss et al. describes cooperative inquiry as
a means to “empower children in the design of their own technology, that is then tailored to their
specific needs and wants” (Foss et al. 33). Applied to prosthetic design, a participatory approach
would make users active participants in the customization and design of their own prosthetics.
This study hypothesizes that participatory prosthetic design would greatly heighten the
functional, personal, and psychosocial benefits of prosthetic technology by providing users with
a way to emotionally engage with their prosthetic, challenge negative perceptions of disability,
and boldly express their personal identity.
This study is of crucial importance and relevance in response to current statistics
surrounding prosthetic acceptance and rejection. Biddiss et. al. reported in their 2007 study
surveying prosthetic use and abandonment over the last 25 years that an average of 38%
pediatric and 39% adult passive prosthetic users, 45% pediatric and 26% adult body powered
prosthetic users, and 32% pediatric and 23% adult electric prosthetic users rejected their device,
as shown in Figure 1 (245). Many factors and user concerns lead into such high rejection rates,
including comfort, durability, function, control, and appearance (245).
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Figure 1. Rejection Rates. This table outlines the rejection rates in pediatric and adult users of passive, body
powered, and electric prosthetics, as accumulated by Biddiss et al. in their 2007 study.
Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Other recent literature indicates that little to no improvement in acceptance rates among
prosthetic users has been made to the present day (Manero et. al 2019; Sansoni 2014; Hall 2013;
Murray 2009, 2005, and 2004; Crandall 2002).
This study addresses the high need for functionally useful, aesthetically pleasing, and
expressive prosthetic solutions through the lens of traditional prosthetic design, art, and
participatory design. Following discussion on each of these components separately, the methods
put into practice and the conclusions derived by this study will be discussed, with the goal of
improving prosthetic acceptance rates and empowering prosthetic users and non-users alike.
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BACKGROUND

Prosthetics
Historically, prosthetic limbs have been intended to replace loss, therefore the focus of
prosthetic design has been either functional or cosmetic (Hall 9). Functionality and aesthetics
have traditionally been at odds in medical design, and rarely coexist (16). Users must choose a
focus of either functional restoration, or aesthetic restoration. The following section of this study
discusses how traditional prosthetic design is inadequate through its failure to address the
functional, aesthetic, and expressive needs of users. It will first look at the evolution of prosthetic
design over history, then discuss the context of traditional prosthetic design as referred to by this
study. Psychological effects and implications of prosthetic use will be explored, including the
discussion of core human needs, identity and disability, and the importance of self-expression.
Finally, this section will look at ways to challenge perceptions of disability through aesthetic
prosthetic design.

The State of the Art: Traditional Design
Prosthetic design and use can be traced from the time of the ancient Egyptians, who
utilized prosthetics to achieve increased functional ability, cosmetic appearance, and psychospiritual wholeness (Thurston 1114). The first recorded prosthetic dates back to the fifteenth
century BC: an intricately designed big toe prosthetic made from leather and wood, placed on the
right foot of a mummy that now resides in the Cairo museum (1114). Over the course of history,
prosthetic design has developed alongside the advance of medical knowledge and technology.
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Prosthetic design became its own field following the American Civil War, when demand for
prosthetic legs skyrocketed due to an extreme increase in amputees (Norton 13). Since then, the
technology design of prosthetics has made incredible advancements toward restoring function to
users and providing cosmetically natural options. Throughout this study, prosthetic design in the
context of the advancements made in the field of prosthetics since the American Civil War will
be referred as “traditional prosthetic design.”
Traditional prosthetic solutions focus on the functional benefits provided by the device. A
functionally focused prosthesis is often a metal bar arm with a hook that fulfills merely
operational needs (Hall 10). This design model prioritizes the purpose of the prosthetic as a tool
used “to maintain or substitute the lost function” and bring improved physical mobility and
freedom, which in turn brings independence, dignity, and improved self-worth (10, 14). Figure 2
portrays a commonly provided functional prosthetic, in the form of a body powered hook device,
most often suggested as the best option for children due to their relatively rapid rate of growth.

Figure 2. Common Body-powered Upper Limb Prosthetic. Illustration by the author.
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The means to measure the success of prosthetic use and acceptance have historically been
based on functional results. For example, the success of a patient’s rehabilitation in a study of
200 cases of congenital limb deficiencies in India was measured based on “functional
achievement,” though appearance of the prosthetic was noted to have an impact on the selfconfidence of the user (Jain 174). Crandall et al. focused their study toward “obtaining activitybased functional responses” (382). Similarly, Millstein’s survey of 314 adult upper limb
amputees evaluated the acceptance rates of different kinds of prosthetics by measuring functional
use in a variety of environments (28-33). Millstein’s study, and most like it, notes that
appearance does have an effect on the overall user experience and acceptance, yet the study
primarily uses functional ability as their measure of success. In an extensive literature review by
Hall and Orzada, only one study was found that included the appearance of a prosthetic as an
important research variable: “the remaining relevant scholarship does not include prosthesis
appearance as a factor,” but rather focuses on fit, and the psychological adjustment of amputees
to using a prosthetic (12). Likewise, Donovan-Hall et al. remark on the “limited published
research investigating the effects of the appearance of … [prosthetics] on psychological
adjustment” in users (16).
In design models that do focus on the appearance of the prosthetic, design rarely extends
beyond trying to mimic naturalism or tech minimalism. An aesthetically focused prosthetic
cosmetic device is a flesh toned artificial limb designed to appear as natural and realistic as
possible (Hall 10). Cosmetic limbs are often made to simulate human skin (Hall 10). Their
purpose, in contrast to functional use, is to allow the wearer to appear “physically complete”, and
thus adhere to socially accepted ideas of body image (15). In this design model, the prosthetic
becomes a part of the person using it, because they experience it as a part of their bodies (15).
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Cosmetic devices are presented as user’s best, and often only appearance-conscious option, and
are designed to hide limb difference by looking as real as possible (Murray, “The Social
Meanings,” 435). This is intended to let the user blend in with society by disguising, hiding, and
calling as little attention as possible to their limb difference (435). Some literature notes that the
ability to disguise disability as a way for prosthetic users to “preserve the sense of unity between
the body and self which had been established before their disability” (Donovan-Hall et al. 16).
Even though some cosmetic devices are truly incredibly life-like, and some users report
that they are fully satisfied with naturalistic design that allows them to blend in, these naturalistic
devices are typically separate from functional models, restricting most users to the choice of
being either productive or blending in, not both. Furthermore, cosmetic and functional devices
alike provide little to no room for personal expression, a need that is far more important than
given credit in the world of prosthetic design. Traditional prosthetics aim to make limb absence
invisible, though the realities of living with a limb difference remain a very real experience for
prosthetic users (Murray, “The Social Meanings,” 436). The pressure to hide and make limb
difference invisible encouraged by traditional prosthetic design has significant psychological
implications for users and nonusers alike. Perhaps an alternative response to limb difference
should be provided that could change societal tones and allow for a spectrum of expression?

Psychological Effects and Implications of Prosthetic Design
Because prosthetics are an extension of the human body both physically and visibly, they
are invariably linked to humanity and thus must be considered through the lens of human needs.
The fundamental purpose of prosthetics is to meet the needs of limb different community, as
limb difference affects individuals physically, socially, and psychologically (Murray, “The
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Social Meanings,” 426). Basic consumer needs in any field of design, according to the FEA
consumer model (Figure 3), are functional, aesthetic, and expressive (Hall 11). For prosthetic
design, functional needs include fit, mobility, comfort, and protection, and donning and doffing
the prosthetic. Aesthetic needs relate to intrinsic beauty through art elements, design principles,
and the relationship of the prosthetic the user’s body and garment. Expressive needs are more
symbolic and psychological, relating to how a person communicates their sense of self (11).
These needs correlate to values, roles, status, and self-esteem. Traditional treatment of prosthetic
design has prioritized focus on functional, sometimes focused on aesthetics, but has neglected
expressive needs entirely (12).

Figure 3. FEA Consumer Model (Hall 11). Consumer products serve functional, aesthetic, and expressive needs, yet
traditional prosthetic design denies users’ expressive needs by neglecting the expressive aspects of design.
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Expressive needs in the context of prosthetics are social. Hall et al. explains that a prosthetic
limb “helps to enable and ease social interactions”, by providing “social normalization” and a
means to participate in activities (16). Recognizing the importance of expression, Graham Pullin
suggests that there is “room for fashion in medical engineering” because “prostheses should not
be limited to meeting only functional or cosmetic concerns”(16).
The neglect of expressive needs in prosthetic design has led to a large percentage of users
both young and old rejecting prosthetic use entirely (Manero et al. 2). Between 27% and 56% of
individuals with upper limb loss are reported to use their prosthetic device, meaning that over
half of users reject their device despite its functional benefits (2). In Craig Murray’s study of the
social ramifications of prosthetic use, one participant described her prosthetics as clumsy,
unattractive, and requiring “so much effort to learn how to use them effectively that I don’t think
it warrants going through the psychological trauma of getting used to people staring at me
wherever I go” (Murray, “Being Like Everybody Else,” 438). In the words of another prosthetics
user, “to some people, [the prosthetic] comes before you as a person.” This and countless other
user testimonials shed light on the inadequacy of singularly functional design to meet the full
range of human need. The relationship between users and their prosthetic is far more complex
than function, because even a functional prosthetic affects the image projected by the wearer
(Pullin 31). Design, whether intended to or not, involves even the most core and personal parts of
an individual: self-expression and identity.
The terminology surrounding disabilities is politically charged by nature, and often
carries differing connotations based on external context, environments, cultures, and individuals’
perception of their own disabilities or of others’ (Pullin 2). A variety of terms are used,
worldwide, some more exclusionary or stigmatizing than others. A “disability,” “impairment,” or
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“difficulty” can sometimes accurately describe an individual’s situation, but often miss the mark
(Disability Terminology Chart). Associating an entire group of people under the blanket category
of “disability” can, and often does, have the effect of stripping them of their immeasurable
diversities and differences. Not only are there countless divulgences in the kinds of impairment
experienced by the disability community, but at the core, any large grouping of people is
immensely diverse. The US Government works to define disability by outlining terminology
with what is called “people first” language. (Disability Inclusion). People first language centers
around people, not their disability. It includes phrases to avoid, like “disabled person”, and
phrases to use instead: “person with a disability.” This effort places the humanity of people with
disabilities before everything else and is a welcome addition to an increasingly accessible world.
But, before any terminology surrounding disability can even be used in social interaction,
prosthetic users are often confronted first with social stigmas based on their visible prosthetic or
limb difference.
The social stigma surrounding disability is a deeply embedded societal problem of
negative perception. Despite their various complexities and individualities, people with
disabilities are often identified by society by their disability, instead of by their personhood.
Their disability becomes their social identity, but not because of personal identification, but
because of external identification. This identification happens because of an external projection
onto those within the disability community, rather than anything within these individuals.
Disabled people being categorized as ‘other’ shows up countless times across literature, as a
result of able-bodied people creating the idea of a “generic ‘disabled’ group, projecting fears,
ideas, beliefs, and customs onto them and characterizing them as tragic, pitiable, and dependent”
(Taylor 764). As noted by Dadkhah, this negative external view of prosthetic users has shifted
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the problem of disability from a personal tragedy to a social obstacle (Dadkhah 502). According
to negative external perception, disability limits and prevents the level to which an individual can
participate in social life, at levels that are often entirely unrelated to the disability itself. Tenyear-old Zachary Pamboukas confronts negative social reactions to his limb difference and
prosthetic use on a daily basis. “When people meet me for the first time,” he explained as a
conference speaker in 2018 to an audience of over 5,000 teens, “they ask, ‘what happened to
your arm?’ Sometimes they don’t understand when I tell them nothing is wrong with my arm. I
was just born this way” (Pamboukas).
Despite external negative reactions to limb difference, personal view of self is often
positive among the limb different community, as shown by Zachary. Many prosthetic users
positively identify with their prosthetic and view it as a normal part of themselves. “Even though
I was born with a baby hand, I never felt different than anyone else around me. I just do my best
to be my best...I do everything that everyone else can do, but I just do it my [own] way.”
(Pamboukas). Zachary uses humor to mitigate situations where stigmas persist, gently reminding
people that his limb difference makes him no different or less capable than anyone else.
Similarly, many interviewees in Murray’s study of the personal meanings of prosthetic use
proved that disability is largely an external construct, not an internal identification.
One interviewee explained, “I have always viewed my [prosthetic] leg as “my leg”. I
didn’t view this as a disability” (Murray, “Being Like Everybody Else,” 576). Whether positively
or negatively perceived, prosthetic use has an undeniable impact on a user’s view of themselves.
Murray concluded from his studies that prosthetic use directly correlates to users body image and
personal self-image: “Both dispositional optimism and perceived control over disability were
predictive of” either lower depression or higher self-esteem ( “The Social Meanings,” 426).
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Design of disability technology, specifically prosthetics, has no doubt been informed by
and directed toward addressing the social commentary surrounding the concept of disability. It
must be, as something so tied up with self-image; self-image and identity are partially
constructed by social classification (Hall 23). Just as clothing is a tool for communication,
conveying social status, culture, and identity, prosthetics communicate social image through their
appearance (Hall 23). “Appearance management,” according to Hall, “can be the means for
improving the perceived negative social response to physical disability” (23). Dress, fashion, and
appearance are psychosocially crucial means of expression: expressive dress communicates
identity, values, and a person’s sense of self - all at a glance (17). Lower argues that style and
physical appearance speak the loudest in the formation of a person’s initial judgements and
impressions of others (ii). Nonverbal communication through appearance is an important form of
self-expression and identity (Lower 4). Considering this perspective, prosthetic design should be
approached in similar way to fashion and clothing design (Hall 17).
Yet, according to Pullin, “the traditional approach [to prosthetic design] has been less
about projecting a positive image than about trying not to project an image at all” (Pullin 15).
Though many attributes of even a functional prosthesis affect the image its wearer will project,
the implications of appearance are often not even treated as conscious design decisions (Pullin
31). Murray’s review of the social implications of prosthetic use similarly presented the highest
benefit received from prosthetics to be their ability to conceal the use of prosthetics, and thereby
ward off social stigmatization (“The Social Meanings,” 425-439). This focus only goes so far as
to address the negative conversation surrounding limb different individuals - it never crosses the
threshold of transforming the negative conversation to a positive one, where the prosthetics
provide increased social integration and self-confidence through bold expression. Pullin warns
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that an approach to design that stops at the mitigation of negative perception, where the ultimate
goal is trying to hide or blend in, is highly dangerous because it sends the message to both
prosthetic users and society that “disability is something to be ashamed of” (15).
As previously mentioned, a large portion of the purpose behind prosthetic design aims at
restoring wholeness or completeness, though typically from a functional approach. Just as the
stigmatization of “disability” is largely rooted in social connotations, the idea of being
“complete” and “whole” is largely a culturally influenced social construct. Many movements,
customs, or gestures carry social or cultural meaning, such as the ability to shake hands, or wear
a wedding ring (Murray, “Being Like Everybody Else,” 574). Even a solely functional prosthetic
can provide some sense of completeness, socially. As described by Murray, a prosthetic is part of
one’s presentation of self to others - a key component that requires the ability to control in order
to maintain a sense of self-identity (574). Despite the known functional benefits of prosthetic
use, some limb different individuals choose rejection of their prosthetic as a form of activism
against social stigmatization. This approach is often in opposition when compared to the use of
prosthetics to empower self confidence in social settings, but activism through prosthetic
rejection still provides a means to self-empowerment by allowing individuals to deal with and
respond to social stigmas (576). Whether their decision is specifically guided toward the goal of
social activism or not, both choices of acceptance or rejection are largely driven by social
factors, proving the priority of the social implications of prosthetic use.
The focus of modern prosthetic design to hide, down-play and conceal limb difference
seems to be promoted in an effort to avoid social stigmas. But this approach is limited and has
grave ramifications in the limb different community by stifling personal expression. Intrinsic to
humanity is the need to express oneself. Frantz argued that “when creative expression is
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wounded, a valuable piece of life is stolen from us” (242). The disability community, based on
their fundamental human needs, has an inherent “need to express [themselves] as an individual
separate from the stigmatizing label of ‘disability’” (Murray, “The Social Meanings,” 436). But
instead of supporting these needs, traditional prosthetics are described by users to act as a barrier
to other people seeing their personality or who they are as a person, beyond their limb difference
(436).

A Better Way: Introducing Aesthetics
This study asserts that as a society we must change the way that we approach disability as
a whole. Historical methods of design that focus on functional, medical, and cosmetic aspects of
prosthetics to the detriment of aesthetic design elicit society-wide psychological ramifications
and are no longer acceptable. In his book Design Meets Disability, Pullin argues that design for
disability should be just as important as design for ability. He summarizes the absolute
importance of this perspective very directly, writing that “mediocrity must be avoided. In design
for special needs, mediocrity can result in people being further stigmatized by the very products
that are intended to remove barrier for them, thereby undermining the highest goal of social
inclusion. […] It is important that we keep the design in design for disability” (Pullin, 64). By
focusing on function, traditional prosthetic design has been approached through a medical model.
According to Pullin, this approach itself needs to change from medical model to a social one that
recognizes the complete role of prosthetic technology in users’ lives (64).
Expanding our understanding of the purpose of prosthetic technology should also result
in an expansion of the pool of designers that are involved in the design process. According to
Pullin, “design processes need to become more inclusive in several ways, involving not only
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disabled people themselves but also a greater diversity of designers” (64). Aimee Mullins, an
accomplished athlete, model, actress, and double amputee, thinks that “fashion designers and
jewelry designers should be involved in design for disability as a matter of course” (Pullin, 31).
Mullins owns a variety of beautifully treated prosthetic legs that she wears with pride and
confidence, championing the crucial role that aesthetics should play in prosthetic design (31).
Because the purpose of prosthetics is wrapped up in aiding a human, both by providing
some restored physical ability, and by playing a significant role in self-image and social
interaction, designing prosthetics with attention to the whole spectrum of basic human needs is a
necessity. The FEA Consumer model and its principles can just as effectively be applied to
prosthetic design (Hall 11-12). When prosthetic design reflects each of these areas of focus,
acceptance and use of the prosthetic greatly increases. Sansoni et al. summarized well the
importance of aesthetically beautiful prosthetic design: “Prosthetic users, wearing prostheses
perceived as aesthetically attractive, are more confident with their personal body perception and,
consequently, gain psychological well-being” (983). The process of prosthetic design must be
approached by applying fundamental elements and principles of design toward the purpose of
meeting the entire spectrum of human needs. Considered so directly, this conclusion seems
simple. The call to always design well should be obvious. And yet, little wholistic,
fundamentally good design is reflected in disability technology. An uncomfortable question
arises from this realization: why are we not already designing at our highest capabilities in the
field of disability technology? Where else is settling for bad design ever acceptable? The
negligent treatment of prosthetic design itself is a reflection and continuance of negative stigmas.
Pullin challenges the design world, asking “…How often do we qualify, even excuse design in
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this field [of disability] because of the market for which it is intended? Perhaps this standard of
design is not even considered appropriate?” (xi).
It is valuable to consider the question ‘What is design’? As we recognize the urgent need
to provide high quality design, we must first consider what design is. Prevalent misconceptions
about the use of “design” itself describe design as problem solving. Yet this definition, according
to Pullin “implies a tactical activity, albeit an important one, whereas broader definitions [of
“design”] can recognize an investment more akin to technical or clinical research” (43). In other
words, the misconception that design has no role beyond beauty and that beauty has no role in
design” must be discarded (43). When considering prosthetic design, especially with the goal to
empower users through the arts, it is essential to build off of the foundation of the fundamental
elements and principles of design. Pullin echoes this necessity in his book Design Meets
Disability, arguing that “art school design disciplines are as essential to the mix as engineering
and human factors” (31). The seven elements of design taught in base level art classes are: point,
line, color, shape, size, color, and value. The seven principles of design are balance, contrast,
direction, emphasis, movement, and unity. It is important to consider, explore, and apply of each
of these design basics if the goal is to produce good design that is both functional and would
support aesthetic expression.
Hall et al. concluded from their literature review that “very little research has been
focused on the design of artificial limbs” (12). What if prosthetic design shifted, to act as a
springboard, conversation starter, or reflection of the user’s personality? What if instead of a
barrier to getting to know the person, the immediate message conveyed by a prosthetic was an
expression of the user’s personhood, instead of communicating society’s label of disability?
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Art
Why does art matter? What is the relationship between visual art and expression? What
benefit can this relationship provide to technology design and empowerment? This section
briefly explores the place art has held in the fabric of humanity throughout history, examines the
intrinsically human nature of creativity, and discusses the role of art in design. Art complements
function by extending purpose beyond operational use, into the realm of psychosocial and
personal meaning, and thus is a powerful tool for empowerment through expression.

The Role of Art
What is art? This question fully warrants its own research and heavy debate; it has been
asked throughout the course of history and remains heavily debated today. Art is made
everywhere, yet its qualities elude absolute definition (Janson 9). Our understanding of the word
‘art’ relies largely on cultural interpretation and though we have evidence of humans making art
since the late Paleolithic period over 35,000 years ago, the term ‘art’ does not appear in the
language of every society (Janson 9, 27). The word as used in the 21st century derives from the
Latin word artem, referring to practical skill in a practice or craft, from the root ar, meaning “to
fit together” (“Art (n.)” [etymonline.com]).
Art is a tangible expression of the human condition that sets humanity apart from all
other living creatures (Janson 10). In the words of art historian H.W. Janson, “the urge to make
art is unique to man… and is one of man’s most distinctive features” (10). Dissanayake describes
art is an intrinsic human behavior in her book What is Art For? (6):
The arts are ubiquitous… Although no one art is found in every society, or to the same
degree in every society, there is found universally in every human group that exists today,
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or is known to have existed, the tendency to display and respond to one or usually more
of what are called the arts: dancing, singing, carving, dramatizing, decorating, poeticizing
speech, image making. (Dissanayake 6)
Dissanayake hypothesizes that the arts may hold some sort of evolutionary benefit since they are
so globally, invariably present across the course of human history (6). The arts provide a source
of pleasure yet extend beyond mere enjoyment (6). Art is both done, and felt, and from it can be
derived information about human needs and thoughts including cognitive development, emotion,
and psychoanalysis (8). Because it is so intrinsic to humanity, art can be understood as a
“manifestation of culture” (8). Art historians understand this connection between art and
humanity and can derive from the art of past cultures details about the society, philosophies,
politics, science, religious beliefs and customs of cultures throughout history (Zaho ix).
Since art is such an integral part of humanity, we must ask: what is the role and purpose
of art in the design of technology? Art serves a variety of roles in many contexts. It can serve the
function of mere utilitarian decoration, to “recast [an] environment in its ideal form” (Janson 10).
Janson writes: “Art is, however, much more than decoration, for it is laden with meaning… Art
enables us to communicate our understanding in ways that cannot be expressed otherwise… In
art, as in language, man is above all an inventor of symbols to convey complex thoughts in new
ways” (Janson 10). While art does convey meaning for all artists, Boeltzig found that art is an
especially powerful medium for communication within the disability community in their study of
career development in young disabled artists (758). Creating art was a valuable means for many
artists in Boeltzig’s study to express ideas and feelings that were otherwise difficult to
communicate (758). In all of its forms, art is the expression of creativity and imagination. Other
factors in the qualification of art are important, such as technical skill and craftsmanship. Yet,
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skill and ability are only vital components in some works of art, not in all. Technical execution
alone does not define something as art. According to Janson, “even the most painstaking piece of
craft does not deserve to be called a work of art unless it involves a leap of the imagination” (10).
Imagination, for Janson, is “...the very glue that holds man’s personality, intellect, and
spirituality together” (10). Without it, an object cannot be elevated to the category of art.
Art, as a communicator, is a means of expressing personal self or worldview. It is an
expression of humanity, a means of deconstructing and understanding the world around us, a lens
through which to see better, and a means to cope and heal (Berger 8-22, Gopnik, Renzenbrink
203). In the words of Edward Hill, “in order to apprehend meaning in our experience it is
essential for us to see, and drawing is the instrument of an inquiring eye that teaches us to see”
(qtd. in Carlson 39). The creation of art opens “our eyes almost daily to new experiences and
thus [forces] us to readjust our sights” (Janson 9).
In this discussion on the role of art in design, we will look at art in the context of four
specific roles: art as a tool, art as therapy, art as expression, and art as empowerment.

Art as a Tool
Art, when approached through a framework of principles, guidelines, and concepts, can
serve as a tool communicate. When this framework is applied to the purpose of form for a
specific function, it is often understood as design. This study does not fully dive into the
dichotomy between fine art and design but remains at the surface level understanding that the
two are interrelated, yet separate based on purpose. Where art fundamentally expresses
humanity, communicates meaning, and brings aesthetic beauty, design offers solutions, structure,
and framework. Art often asks questions; design often provides answers. When combined, art
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and design carry great potential for impact: successful design complemented by beautiful art is
functional, aesthetic, and expressive. Successful art and design are supported by a core
framework of fundamental principles.
The fundamentals of color theory and color psychology are vital to consider in all art and
design. Color theory is a collection of concepts and guidelines for color mixing, based on the
color wheel. The primary attributes of color are hue, which describes color family, value, the
lightness or darkness of a color, and chroma, the saturation or intensity of a color. In her book
The Secret Lives of Color, Kassia St. Clair describes color as “fundamental to our experience of
the world around us” (13). Because our visual experience of the world is shaped by perception of
color through light, everything we see is defined by color, thus everything we design must be
considered in color. Colors themselves can communicate meaning, carry cultural ideas, suggest
mood, invoke feelings, and express personality. Colors connect with psychology through their
ability to convey mood; cool colors tend to invoke calmness, tranquility, and passivity, while
warm colors are correlated with activity and excitement (Birren 103). Perceived through a
variety of lenses, color connects to feelings based on its general appearance, mental and direct
associations, objective and subjective impressions (105). For example, the color yellow appears
sunny, bright, and incandescent; it is associated mentally with things like sunlight and associated
directly with objects like caution tape; the general objective impression of yellow is happiness,
vitality, and cheerfulness; the subjective impression of yellow is health or high spirit (105).
Colors are so strongly interpreted through feeling that sometimes they can be universally
identified by feelings where languages struggle to adequately categorize them with words (Clair
35). The depth at which color is interpreted and felt by the human psyche - whether this happens
consciously or subconsciously - demands that design incorporates color with rigorous intention.
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Art as Therapy
Through the framework of design elements, design principles, and color theory, art is
able to combine visual elements to convey messages and meaning in ways that are deeply felt.
On a personal level, making art can help to heal and redefine self-perception, igniting
psychological shifts that can empower tangible change for individuals. Boeltzig et al. found art to
be a means of overcoming external stigmas through their study of the experiences of forty-seven
young disabled artists, their interaction between disability and impairment, and the impact it had
on their careers (753). “For several artists,” the study reported, “art provided a way to cope with
the negative aspects of living with an impairment” (785). Making art provided participants a way
to navigate mental health conditions, depression, anxiety, fear, and other emotions (758). Art
aided the healing process of both internal perceptions of self and experiences of impairment, and
of coping with external negative perceptions from other people (759). Boeltzig credits art as a
means to internal healing, citing one participant’s experience that making art helped him “to
come to terms with himself, to find himself” (761). Renzenbrink expanded on the power of
expressive arts in healing and growth through the study of art therapy with dying and bereaved
people. Her study exhibited that creative activity shifts one’s focus from the problem or negative
situation at hand, can catalyze a shift in self-perception, and can allow for the creation of a new
identity, which can be just as crucial for moving forward in the face of either loss or heavy
negative stigmas (204). Frantz also wrote about the power of engaging in the arts, sharing that
“creativity has within its complex nature the ability to heal” (249).
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Art as Empowered Expression
When internal healing is found via creative activity, a person is empowered to grow,
achieve, and express themselves. Boeltzig found that for many artists with physical and sensory
impairments, art served as a confidence booster to manage stigma by means of expression (760).
One participant in Boeltzig’s study expressed this sentiment: “I find that I have more confidence
in areas throughout life because of the competence I have gained in art. Feeling accomplished in
visual art has helped me live my life, work and enjoy it like everybody else without worrying too
much about my disability” (760). The ability to express feelings and experiences that are
otherwise hard to communicate, either because of a lack of words or because of the external
world neglecting to take the time to truly listen, empowers individuals in every area of their
lives. Expression propels individuals beyond an otherwise debilitating wall of society’s
impression of inability toward an understanding of and confidence in their ability (760). Another
example of the power of expression through the arts is arts-based learning programs that leverage
the arts in their curriculum to build effective learning models, break down social barriers, and
connect areas of study (Rooney 2). “The arts engage all learners,” according to Rooney’s study,
and help students of varying levels of ability to “develop cross-disciplinary thinking skills (4).
Additionally, Rooney found that the arts promote affective development as well as cognitive
development; affective development “increases a learner’s… feeling of self-worth, which, in
turn, increase[s] his willingness to learn and apply new skills” (7). Though this may initially
appear to be outlying information, the cognitive and affective ability to learn, expand one’s
perspective, and cross inter-disciplinary boundaries can greatly empower limb different
individuals to break through stigmas by providing a framework for individuals to “invent and
reinvent themselves”, and “explore uncertainty” (8). Applied to the world of prosthetics, the
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power of creativity can both improve individual self-perception and self-image, as well as
empower an ownership and excitement to overcome the learning challenges that surround
prosthetic use. Art is a powerful tool of empowerment through expression.

Participatory Research
The act of making art has proven its purpose in empowering individuals both functionally
and psychosocially. This benefit of creativity is maximized for those involved in the creative
process. Could that thinking be translated into the prosthetic design process? This section
explores the origins, methods, and benefits of participatory research, with the ultimate goal of
considering how these methods could improve prosthetic design to better empower users.

The Origins and Types of Participatory Research
The idea of action research was developed in the mid 1900s by Kurt Lewin, who sought
to include ordinary people in practical research surrounding common, shared “troubles” by
enlisting reflection, discussion, decision and action (Adelman 8). Action research requires full
involvement from all collaborators at every stage of the process and revolves around discussion
between participants (Heron 7). A variety of research methods stem from action research as
developed in the 1900s, differing in small but significant ways. Two forms of action research
that apply to this study are participatory research and cooperative inquiry. These two methods
are described in slightly different ways throughout the literature and overlap at times.
Cooperative inquiry is a form of participatory research that conducts research with
people, instead of for or about people, connecting the work done by researchers with the actual
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lived experiences of the people involved (Heron and Reason 144, Heron 19). This style of
research is based on the belief that people outside of traditional research environments like
universities or institutes can and do have great ideas, and that working together in groups can
further elevate ideas (Reason and Heron, 1). Participatory research addresses the gap that occurs
between researcher and patient, a gap that often results in theoretical but not practical solutions
(Reason and Heron, 1). Both researcher and subject act as ‘co-researcher’. “All subjects are as
fully involved as possible as co-researchers in decisions about both content and method” (Oates
27).
The term ‘cooperative inquiry’ was coined by John Heron during his study on the ‘mutual
gaze’. This ‘gaze’, for Heron, culminates into cooperative inquiry when the “researcher and
socially sensitive subject” are both looking at the same thing, problem, or question; combining
their head space, knowledge, and perspective to truly look at something together (1). Heron’s
guiding principle is that another person’s experience of the human condition cannot best be
studied externally; one must fully engage in the research as a human in cooperation with another
human, in order to achieve truly human social studies (2). This method can apply to studies in
any field. Further, cooperative inquiry can be described as action research, because it is focused
toward not only theoretical results, but practical results that make a tangible difference toward
what is important to the subjects. It transforms both our understanding of the world and provides
practical results. (Reason and Heron 1).
Not all participative research follows the cooperative inquiry model strictly. Cooperative
inquiry is unique in that it requires full involvement from all participants, emphasizing the active
participation of both researcher and subject as equal partners at all stages of the process. Other
forms of research and design that actively involve the user or subject are referred to as
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participatory design, which involves the user in any portion of the design of their own
technology or device (Foss et al. 34) with the goal of more appropriately meeting the needs of
the user group (35), or participatory research, which emphasizes research, education, and action
(Reason 81). Where cooperative inquiry considers all involved as fully equal design partners,
other participative approaches to research or design guide where and how much participants are
actively involved (Foss et al. 34).

Scope and Potential
Cooperative inquiry can be successfully used in research to empower children and design
specifically for children’s needs and wants (Foss et al. 33). It is rare that developers of
technology for children directly ask children what they need, and more common to ask parents
what they think their children need (Druin 1). But in multiple studies, children are noted as
valuable participants because they respond freely and are often enthusiastic (Burke 35; Druin
21). Druin observed that children are creative stimulants to any design process because they are
“very good at asking ‘Why not?’ They force us adults to keep questioning” (22).
In their 2002 study on the role of children in the design of new technology, Druin defines
four roles that children can play within the design process (2), that each shape the process
differently, and that are specifically appropriate depending on the goals and restraints of a given
project (3). Each role is different, though many overlap. In the role of user, children use
technology while researchers observe. As a tester, children “test prototypes of technology that
have not been released,” and are then asked to comment on their experience (3). Children as an
informant may contribute throughout the design process, such as offering sketches, input, or
prototypes, and then again offering feedback after the technology is produced (3). This role
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targets the inquiry goal of questioning the impact of technology or determining better usability or
design. Finally, in the role of design partner, children are “considered to be equal stakeholders…
throughout the entire experience” (3). This role qualifies as cooperative inquiry, as defined in
other literature; the roles of user, tester, and informant categorize as varying levels of
participatory involvement.
Inclusive approaches to design result in more effective and accurate products (Foss et al.
33) due to the personal experience and increased knowledge of the problem that the end user can
apply to finding design solutions. Druin reports that children involved in design are empowered
when they can “contribute their opinions and see that they are taken seriously by adults” (21).
Partnership - at any level - builds confidence in children academically and socially, provides
opportunities for learning collaboration and communication skills, and envisions children to
“believe that they make a difference” (21). Additionally, participatory design fosters a sense of
ownership in participants (Foss et al. 43).
Challenges to participatory research with children include navigating preconceived ideas,
biases, and cultural expectations pertaining to the relationship between children or adults (Burke
33-34; Druin 15). It is difficult to provide children equal or even partial ownership of the design
process because, in most contexts, adults are in charge (Burke 33-34; Druin 19). Common
child/adult relationships involve adults conceiving ideas and either teaching them to children or
asking for feedback from children (Druin 14). Children easily become frustrated if their designs
are not included as they imagined, conflict resolution in group settings requires time investment,
and time availability is often low (Foss et al. 43). Further, younger children can have difficulty
communicating their opinions (Druin 1). Thus, successful participatory research must embrace
flexible methods to accommodate unique parameters and the “learning, cognitive, or
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developmental differences of the child partners with varying levels of support” (Foss et al. 34).
Successful instances of participatory design conducted with children include web and game
design (Foss et al.), laboratory research and technology design (Druin 1-23), and photography as
a means to understand childhood ideologies and the importance of play (Burke).
Prosthetic design could benefit immensely from the introduction of participatory
methods. H. C. Chadderton surveyed of 19 organizations and found that a major complaint of
amputees is the “lack of opportunity for “input”... at a research level” (“Prostheses, pain, and
sequelae of amputation, as seen by the amputee” 12). An inclusive approach is important to
consider when designing for disability, especially with children (Foss 33). Designs are often
focused toward children or disabilities but rarely include them, and thus are not fully tailored to
meet users’ needs (Druin 1). Both participative research and cooperative inquiry provide
opportune ways to meet the current deficits in prosthetic design. Just as involving children in the
design of technology proved to empower children to believe they could make a difference and
simultaneously elevated design quality (Druin 21-22), an active approach to the prosthetic design
process could yield psychological and functional benefits for users. Further, a combination of
cooperative inquiry and participative approaches could provide the best solution for involving
children as partners in the design of their own prosthetics, based on the specific needs and
opportunities of each individual. This study looks to blend these active research techniques and
apply them to the field of prosthetic design, to elevate the functional design with user-driven art.
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COMBINING ART, PROSTHETICS, AND PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

Artful Bionics at Limbitless Solutions
Outspoken proponent of aesthetically treated bionic technology Scott Summit determined
that the way to advance prosthetic design is to create “something by the person, for the person,
and of them. Something as unique as their fingerprint…that represents their personality as well
as their physicality” (Summit). The research conducted in this study at the UCF research facility,
Limbitless Solutions INC., approaches this same objective through the development, design, and
production of kid-friendly, expressively designed bionic arms. For Limbitless Solutions, “the
goal behind customized visual treatments of the limbs is to create an active design process which
leads to empowerment and confidence. [Our] design … process integrates the end user from start
to finish in the design” (Manero et al. 7).
In this research facility students representing every field, including engineering, fine art,
public relations, computer science, and game design, participate alongside each other. This type
of interdisciplinary research is unique and provides an opportunity to apply artistic techniques in
a novel way. This study incorporates a design process grounded in traditional fine arts to
integrate a strong understanding of design fundamentals, color theory, and artistic expression
into engineering production. Stunning visuals with high quality function, whether that looks like
soft, organic curves accompanied by pastel colors, or strong, sharp shapes alongside bold
metallics combine with function driven subcomponents. Collaboration with the Limbitless
Bionic Kids during the design phase of their own bionic arm sleeve covers empowers them to
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express themselves, and by extension may bolster their confidence and help them engage with
the world.
This study has focused on building a framework for children to easily and freely
customize their own sleeve design for their bionic arms. A web portal enables personalization
and selection of three-dimensional sleeve forms (topography), color palette options, and special
detailing paint applications. This is intended to provide a seemingly endless range of possibilities
from which Bionic Kids can choose. Working with the research associates to achieve these
objectives, the unified goal is to empower children through a participatory design process to
champion and celebrate their unique personalities with self-expression. As described by Manero
et al., the framework for deep involvement of user participation at Limbitless is also intended to
“improve affinities to the device and reduce rejection rates,” (6). User participation in prosthetic
design is believed to enhance the total experience surrounding their prosthetic arm: increased
creative involvement correlates to increased adaptivity to functional use of the technology; high
aesthetic quality elevates the intrinsic beauty of the arm and can even enter the realms of fashion
and style; participatory design ensures that each custom sleeve expresses the values and
personality of the user (Hall 11). Integrating art as a partner may take bionic technology to the
next level, championing every aspect of an individual to make a prosthetic used by people into
something that celebrates the uniqueness of people.

The Limbitless Story
Limbitless Solutions is a nonprofit research organization that makes expressive 3D
printed bionic arms for kids at no cost to their families. Prosthetics have been observed to be
unfulfilling or even scary from a child’s perspective. The integrated bionic arms made by
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Limbitless Solutions work to break down typical stigmas and discomforts of traditional
prosthetics by combining functional bionics with artistic expression. This approach focuses on
the child’s individual personality, strengths, and interests, rather than defining them through their
limb difference, changing the prosthetic from a negative to a positive. The bionic functions of
each arm are powered through electromyography sensors and miniature motors, providing a
variety of different hand-states including multi-gesture finger dexterity.

Empowerment Classes
A core feature of the integrated bionic arms includes interchangeable sleeve designs,
allowing a single bionic arm to sport a virtually unlimited number of styles. Sleeve design is
comprised of two components: a three-dimensional sleeve design and a two-dimensional color
application. In order to best cultivate and champion personal expression, the sleeve designs are
divided into groups referred to as “Empowerment Classes”. Each class champions characteristic
qualities that show up in human personalities. Human personalities are infinitely diverse, and
every individual’s strengths are different from the next. The empowerment class framework is
intended to help Bionic Kids champion their own uniqueness, by promoting infinite possibilities
for personality expression, recognizing personal strengths, and celebrating the strengths of
others. The four sleeve classes at Limbitless are (i) Ethereal, (ii) Warrior, (iii) Shadow, and (iv)
Serenity. Ethereal builds on expressions identified as graceful, free, adaptive, and bright. Warrior
is bold, forward, brave, and assertive. Shadow remains quiet, thoughtful, introspective, and
mysterious. Serenity is calm, poised, peaceful, and composed.
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Figure 4. Empowerment Class Icons. From left to right: Shadow, Warrior, Serenity, and Ethereal. Image courtesy of
Limbitless Solutions.

Each class is defined by one three-dimensional sleeve design that can be paired with an endless
variation of color applications. Bionic Kids are encouraged to interact through an online quiz
geared toward identifying which empowerment class or combination of classes best define their
own identities (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Empowerment Class Quiz Results. Online quiz by Limbitless Solutions promotes the celebration of
unique personalities and encourages Bionic Kids to express themselves through artful sleeve design. Quiz located on
Limbitless Solutions website. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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This process fosters in Bionic Kids a sense of ownership and emotional connection with their
bionic arm long before they ever receive it, as well as further empowering them to embrace and
express their unique personalities. Additional classes of sleeve designs have been added through
collaboration with external partners. These sleeves are modeled topically by the external partner,
and color palette designed in the research environment.

Color Design
The application of color to the bionic arms was a primary focus of this study. This study
examined the ability of color relationships to express personality characteristics through the
creation of a bank of color palettes for each specific three-dimensional sleeve design. Colors
communicate expression through intensity, saturation, value, and their relationship with other
colors. As previously discussed, they can communicate moods and are associated with feelings.
Using knowledge from color theory and color psychology, color palettes were arranged to
express characteristics represented in each empowerment class, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. “Peaceful Tides” Color Palette Card. Used in the design process, this color palette card includes the
characteristics of the Serenity empowerment class, the color direction chosen to express those characteristics, a
sketch of the class sleeve design, and inspiration photos for the color bank. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Figure 7. “Dragon Warrior” Color Palette Card. Used in the design process, this color palette card includes the
characteristics of the Warrior empowerment class, the color direction chosen to express those characteristics, a
sketch of the class sleeve design, and inspiration photos for the color bank. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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Customization Framework
The model for the active participation of the prosthetic user in the design of their own
prosthetic is enabled at Limbitless through a series of interactive steps. Every three-dimensional
sleeve design has been broken down into regions where color can be applied. Bionic Kids
customize their sleeves by using a web portal, designed in house, where they can select and
customize sleeve regions from a bank of over fifty unique colors. This process works much like
online product customization of consumer products. In order to provide the best possible
framework to empower Bionic Kids to meet their full potential for creative expression, this study
incorporated the previously mentioned color palette designs into the customization website, to
provide a helpful starting point for Bionic Kids in the customization process. Upon selecting a
sleeve design, between five and fifteen carefully arranged color palette sleeve sets are offered as
a starting place. The color palette options for each sleeve design intentionally offer a broad
spectrum of color combinations, reflecting the diversity of people. Every color in a color palette
can be changed at any time by the Bionic Kid during their design process, which maintains their
role of designer partner with full control over expressive direction. For example, the Warrior
sleeve design has four set color palette options. One of these presets, entitled “Dragon Warrior”
and shown in Figure 8, includes reds, blacks, and bronze metallics applied to separate color
regions. Bionic kids, in the role of sleeve designer, can select any arm region and change out the
color via an extension wheel providing access to a large color bank.
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Figure 8. “Dragon Warrior” Color Palette Preset. Palette applied to Warrior sleeve design via customization website
for clinical trial participants through Limbitless Solutions. Color wheel selection in bottom right provides access to
48 colors that can be assigned to any region, providing Bionic Kids with full control over color customization.
Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Design can be intimidating or overwhelming for anyone when faced with a blank canvas,
especially for a child designing something so personal. Starting with six to ten high quality
design templates for use either as a springboard of inspiration, or as a completed design choice,
color palette presets reduce user’s experience of decision fatigue by reducing the number of total
choices made, and thereby empowering users toward greater creative potential.

Paint Process
Once a child customizes their unique bionic arm sleeve cover through the customization
web portal, each sleeve is 3D printed using additive manufacturing and ABS plastics. Post
processing includes sanding and painting using primers and airbrushed automotive paints. The
sanding process involves using a variety of grit textures, looking to remove striation from plastic
print layers. Gradually, finer and finer sandpaper grit is used until the surface of the plastic is
perfectly smooth to the touch. A combination of automotive primers, can primers, and polyester
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putty fillers are used throughout the sleeve preparation process to aid in the elimination of
texture as seen in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Sanding Process. Sandpaper and foam sanding pads at varying levels of grit are used to reduce print lines
and smooth the texture of printed parts, before paint application. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Figure 10. Applying Filler. Application by author of polyester filler putty to a printed Jinx sleeve, prior to sanding.
This is done to fill large gaps in print texture and aid in the sanding process. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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When the surface of a sleeve is smooth to the touch, automotive sealers, paints, pearls,
and metallic finishes are applied using airbrush to compliment the three dimensional form of the
sleeve with artful color expression. This study has extensively explored ways to produce
consistent, professional quality paint application through the layering of different sealer and
paint bases, ratio adjustments of additive solvents, and clear coat finishes. Vibrant colors and
reflective shimmer quality can be achieved with the chosen materials and process, making
possible the creation of a full range of designs in bold, bright color. Fine detailing and touch ups
are often added by hand after the airbrush paint process. Clear coat finishes protect paint from
chipping or being damaged by light. Finished sleeves are vibrant with color, capable of making a
bold statement of expression in whichever design a Bionic Kid may choose.

Figure 11. Primed Sleeve Set. 3D printed Star Guardian sleeve during sanding process, coated in filler primer to
speed up the sanding process. Foam sanding pads shown underneath sleeve. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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Figure 12. Completed Sleeve. Color design and paint application by author, using airbrush to apply hand-mixed
colors of high-quality automotive sealers, paints, pearls. Clear coat finish. Three-dimensional sleeve designed in
partnership with Riot Games. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Cooperative Sleeve Design: A Case Study
The active participation of Bionic Kids in the sleeve design process is an important part
of Limbitless Solutions. One child, Anni, received her first bionic arm from Limbitless Solutions
in 2015 at age ten. The arm was delivered as a surprise by Winter the dolphin, a rescued dolphin
who swims with a prosthetic tail and starred in Anni’s favorite movie, Dolphin Tale (“Winter the
Dolphin”). An expressive, personalized bionic arm changed everything for Anni. Her mother
Karen explained that Anni “[has] always wanted a hand. We’ve tried prosthetics before, and this
is completely different” (“Winter the Dolphin”).
In spring of 2018, Anni sent a sketch of a new arm design to Limbitless Solutions with
the hope of inspiring future designs (Figure 13). This study has taken Anni’s designs, followed
her instructions, and brought her work to life with the goal of further empowering Anni and
children like her by championing her role as design partner. Her design, enthusiasm, and
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involvement has proved the value of cooperative inquiry in prosthetic design. Building from her
design sketch, a series of preliminary sketches were drawn and sent to Anni for her feedback and
approval.

Figure 13. Sketch by Bionic Kid Anni. Sketch shows design plans for a new bionic arm, including plan for hand,
sleeve shape, three dimensional design elements, and color application. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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Figures 14 and 15. Artist Sketches. Sketches by author building on Anni’s initial sleeve design sketches. Images
courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Figure 16. Digital 3D Model. Digital models of sleeve design modeled in Zbrush by Limbitless Solutions alumna
Alex Golden. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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After Anni’s feedback, digital modeling by a student researcher, as seen in Figure 16,
transformed the design sketches into a physical model that was 3D printed. Automotive primer is
applied to the full the surface of each printed sleeve and sanded until the surface of the plastic is
completely smooth.
This study utilized color palette cards to map the direction of color application for this
sleeve design. Taking cues from the ideation that Anni provided, the sleeve color palette was
arranged to convey light, bold, and graceful expression through soft ivories, metallic golds, and
the addition of a rose gold base featured in Figure 17. This design was placed into the Ethereal
empowerment class because of its graceful, bright and vibrant colors.

Figure 17. Case Study Color Palette Card. Used in the design process, this color palette card includes the
characteristics of the Ethereal empowerment class, the color direction chosen to express those characteristics, a
sketch of the class sleeve design, and inspiration photos for the color bank. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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Figure 18. Mid Paint Process. Painted by author. 3D printed sleeve post sanding and primer layers sealed with
automotive sealer and painted using hand mixed pearlescent paints. Shown midway through the painting process.
Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Figure 19. Finished prototype Ethereal Sleeve. Painted by author. Colors mixed by hand using high quality
automotive grade paints applied via airbrush to the sleeve. Details hand-brushed and clear coat applied to finish to
preserve colors and protect from chipping. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.

Anni’s initiative and engagement in active participation in the sleeve design process displayed
her enthusiasm and acceptance of her artfully designed bionic arm, speaking to the power of
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active research. This method of active research applied to prosthetic design through visual
aesthetics is a hybrid approach pulling from the methodology of participatory design and
cooperative inquiry, termed as cooperative expression (Manero et al. 7). The sleeve set that
eventually emerged from Anni’s original designs largely influenced further creative growth at
Limbitless Solutions, as the team moves toward a method of design that prioritizes cooperative
expression for every Bionic Kid. Anni’s sleeve design has since been added to the Ethereal
empowerment class and adapted to support any number of color applications to provide freedom
of expression for other and future Bionic Kids.

Translation to Clinical Trials
The current market environment surrounding prosthetics is limited, especially regarding
pediatric upper limbs. A 2010 study of the costs related to prosthetic use found that most
insurance companies uphold “lifetime restrictions [that] range from $10,000 [of coverage] to one
prosthetic device during a person's lifetime (from birth to death)” (McGimpsey 11). McGimpsey
cited in his 2010 study that a recent poll of 468 amputees revealed only 24 percent of participants
received improved coverage over the last three years, while 48 percent reported no change, and
only 4 percent saw their costs eliminated (12). According to McGimpsey, “the high price of
prosthetics and unfavorable reimbursement issues [surrounding insurance coverage] compel
amputee consumers to opt for lower priced products that are less effective, thus restricting
market growth” (5). In such a stagnant market, few options exist for the limb different
community in the first place, which makes consideration of a personally expressive device even
harder for people to achieve.
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In response to the present crisis in prosthetics coverage and with the goal of empowering
as many people as possible, Limbitless Solutions announced in 2018 the first ever clinical trial
for 3D-printed prosthetics for children in the United States, in partnership with Oregon Health &
Science University and the University of Central Florida. These trials will track the progress of
twenty children between the ages of six and seventeen for one year. Their experience engaging in
the design and modeling of their own bionic arms will be quantified and studied as the trial
continues, so that the Limbitless team can provide increasingly empowering and accessible
bionic technology in future clinical trials and initiatives. An additional purpose of the trials is to
track electromyographic prosthetic usability. Participants will receive one electromyographic
prosthetic, here referred to as a “bionic arm”, and will be able to customize two sets of
interchangeable expressive sleeves to match their arms to their unique personalities. The ultimate
goal of clinical trials is to gain clearance from the United States Food and Drug Administration
that 3D printed, artful bionics are appropriate, reliable, and beneficial for children, and
subsequently may be evaluated for insurance reimbursement.

Scalable Customization
The active participation of each Bionic Kid in the creation of their own prosthetic
remains a priority while efforts to scale the process are underway. In order to provide a true
opportunity for cooperative design, this research team created a framework for design
customization via an online portal to streamline information transfer and provide meaningful
customization opportunities. Participants in the clinical trial will be able to choose any two
unique three dimensional sleeve designs from a diverse bank of ten plus models. Color design
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choice is provided by selecting and applying color to individual separate regions of any given
sleeve design.
This study particularly worked to eliminate decision fatigue for the pediatric and
adolescent participants by preparing a large bank of preset color palettes for each sleeve design.
These palettes offer a wide variety of colors, moods, and expression, showcasing the infinite
possibility within each sleeve design category. Participants will begin their design process by
selecting one of many pre-set color palettes, then further customize the sleeve from that starting
place. They are free to keep any pre-set color palette intact, or change it entirely, using an
extension bank of over 50 additional colors that can be applied at any time, to any region as seen
in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Color Extension Wheel. Activated by selecting any region of the chosen sleeve design, clinical trial
participants can customize individual regions via a color extension wheel containing a full color bank for an
extended group of options. Customization portal designed by Limbitless Solutions interns and staff, color extension
palettes arranged and loaded by author. Image courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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As previously mentioned in this study, the flexibility of color palette presets empowers
children by providing a framework for design where design confidence may vary from individual
to individual. Furthermore, color palette presets designed by an artist with a full background in
color theory and design basics inspire participants toward greater potential in the creation of
beautifully expressive sleeves by allowing them to explore artistic style they may not yet be
exposed to. This customization framework ensures participants of all ages, personalities, and
geographic locations can actively participate in their bionic arm design. This study will be
continued as the clinical trial launches and participants design their sleeves to collaborate on
their designs by bringing them to life with 3D printing and airbrush techniques.

CONCLUSION

Outcomes
This study concludes that the field of prosthetics may benefit significantly by
incorporating user driven expression into functional and aesthetic designs. In turn, this could
change the interpretation of prosthetic use for the user and by others. Artful prosthetics allow
users to build positive perceptions of themselves with their prosthetic, express their personality,
and aid them in discovering and projecting personal and social identity. Likewise, artful
prosthetics challenge negative external perceptions of disability by changing the narrative
surrounding limb difference from one of incomplete, to completely unique. Active participation
by users in their own prosthetic design process is concluded to increase user enthusiasm and
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acceptance of their device, increase their perception and image of themselves with the device,
and improve overall psychological responses. These qualitative conclusions will be further
investigated through the information gathered in the upcoming clinical trial.

Impact and Implications
One implication from this study is for society as a whole. A change in perception of
disability would shift conversations from negative to positive; from viewing the disability
community as “other” to viewing them as an equally important part of the whole; from a onesize-fits-all approach to design to one that celebrates diversity. Perceptions of disability and
design for disability should embrace and accommodate a diversity of attitudes, because all
people are unique and change over time. Beyond prosthetic design and other disability
technology, perceptions of disability and birth abnormalities prohibit the disability community
from equal opportunity of participation in numerous societal arenas (‘Nothing About Us Without
Us’ 10). According to the UN Chronicle in 2004, urgent “assistance from the entire international
community is needed to put an end to [the] “silent emergency” [of the social barriers that deny
the disability community access to essential services]” (10). “Persons with disabilities should be
viewed as people who can enjoy the full spectrum of political, civil, economic, social, and
cultural rights” (10). The expansion and elevation of prosthetic design is one small step toward
the integration and right treatment of the disability community.
The positive psychosocial impact of this study can be observed in the lives of the Bionic
Kids, whose stories tell of empowerment that reaches far beyond an arm. One example of
confidence and empowerment afforded to a child through an artful bionic arm can be seen in
previously mentioned bionic kid Zachary Pamboukas. Zachary was recognized as one of King 5
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Evening’s “12 Under 12” awardees in February of 2019 for his outstanding impact at such a
young age. Zachary describes his themed bionic arm as a tool: “When you need it, you use it”
(Holcomb). He explained to King 5 Evening that his arm doesn’t provide super hero strength, but
even better, it changes the reactions of those around him from negative questions to positive
interactions. “The part I like is shaking hands with everybody,” he said. “Once I wore it to
school, [and] everybody wanted to shake it” (Holcomb). Beyond personal functional and social
benefits, Zachary’s father Niko credited the arm with encouraging the ten year old to be aware of
the needs of others, to the extent that he decided not to wait until he was older to make an
impact. Inspired by Limbitless Solutions’ impact in his own life, Zachary and his brother Christo
wrote a full length comic book called The Bionic Kid that they sell to raise funds for other kids
like him to receive their own bionic arms (Holcomb).
Numerous other stories exist of children being empowered through expressive prosthetics
to embrace their unique talents and strengths and apply themselves toward making a difference
in their own worlds. Expressive prosthetics designed for and by children maintain the potential to
empower future leaders and innovators to change the world.

Remaining Questions and Future Work
Future work will address questions of the true qualitative impact of expressive,
participatory prosthetic design. Information will be gathered through upcoming clinical trials.
Specific attention will be paid by these studies to the use, engagement, and satisfaction of
participants with the design process carried out through the online customization portal.
Adjustments to approach are anticipated from the first trial run of designers using this portal, and
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their feedback will be valuable in tailoring the framework to best support user’s creative
expression. Additional questions surround the paint process including: what is the best way to
ensure consistent, technically refined, high quality production of cooperatively designed sleeves
when scaled to mass production? These questions will be addressed with further exploration in
the continuing work.
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APPENDIX: PHOTOS
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Prep Process

Figure 21. Sleeves drying after initial coats of filler
primer prior to sanding.

Figure 22. Foam sanding pads: medium and fine grit.

Figure 23. Regions taped off to apply paint in layers
based on region colors. Jinx bottom sleeve shown
receiving metallic paint from spray can by author.

Figure 24. Jinx sleeve shown waiting for airbrush
paint application on exposed region after first
region paint application dried.

All images courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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Riot Partnership Sleeves

Figure 25. Odyssey Jinx sleeve set designed in
partnership with Riot Games, painted by author in
original color theme.

Figure 26. Maokai sleeve set designed in partnership
with Riot Games, painted by author in “Redwood”
color theme. Color theme by author.

Figure 27. Illaoi sleeve set designed in partnership
with Riot Games, painted by author in the
“Island Flower” color theme. Color theme by author.

Figure 28. Star Guardian sleeve set designed in
partnership with Riot Games, painted by author in
“Liquid Sunshine” color theme.
Color theme by author.

All images courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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Warrior Sleeve

Figure 29. Warrior sleeve set fresh out of the 3D printer.

Figure 30. Author hand painting details on Warrior
“Thunder Spark” sleeve set.

Figure 31. Warrior sleeve completed in “Thunder Spark” color theme. Painted by author.

All images courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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Serenity Sleeve

Figure 32. Color palette design for Serenity
sleeve set.

Figure 33. Color design mockups painted by author.

Figure 34. Serenity sleeves painted by author.

All images courtesy of Limbitless Solutions.
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